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Waking your 
designs from  
dreams to reality.
With over 100 years of combined              
experience, King Masonry Yard’s               
expertise and dedication has led us 
to a reputation as being a leader in 
the industry. We offer the highest 
quality selection of brick, natural and                 
manufactured stone, siding, pavers 
and flagstone, and exterior building                  
accessories. Whether you are  
finally building your dream home, 
dream project, or a commercial  
building, the possibilities of our  
products are endless.
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Natural.
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Contemporary Design.

With timeless material.
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Check out our website for the full details about this project, 
from materials used to design choices and the process.
Photo credit - builder: JM Butler Construction

into brick.

Turning stone 
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Algonquin Modern Lay.

Elongated stone with shallow 
heights. Aesthetically unique, 

enhancing the look of  
modern projects.  

What has previously been  
only accessible from Europe 

and in Clay, now sourced  
locally and in everlasting  

Natural Stone.

Sleek.
Linear.

Exclusive.
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Custom fit for your design.

Piece by piece.
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Photo credit - manufacturer: Old Texas Brick

Transitional
Brick.
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Photo credit - manufacturer: Old Texas Brick

Clay bricks can achieve a beautiful 
rustic look, or add aged charm to your 
contemporary design with handmade 
bricks, tumbled bricks, and an array  

of masonry joints.

Antique.
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Photo credit - builder: Liberty Homes Toronto

Traditional.
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Bringing a bit of Europe to  
contemporary design. With colour 

baked within the clay, these  
everlasting smooth bricks offer an 

eye-catching and unique finish. 
Photo credit - manufacturer: Old Texas Brick

Photo credit - manufacturer: Glen Gery

Size: 3 3/4”x1 1/2”x11 1/2” or 3 3//4”x1 3/4”x18”

Size: 3 5/8”x1 5/8”x23 5/8”

Visit our website for a wide range of colours and textures.

Size: 3 15/16”x1 9/16”x19 11/16”

Smooth.

Elongated
Brick.
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Porcelain - Rust/Salt/Stain Resistant - Smooth - Quick/Easy Install

Hardscape.

Aluminum 

100% Aluminum.

Rust Free.

12’ coverage in 
one piece.

Efficient quick-lock 
installation.

Protective  
plastic film.

More Brands Online:

Techo-Bloc
Oaks

Milestone Tiles
Banas Stones
Brick Pavers

 Panels.   
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@kingmasonryyardltd
31 Sloan Drive
Caledon, ON

L7C 3T5
905-951-9273

sales@kingmasonryyard.com

kingmasonryyard.com

Visit our website for our wide range of products, colours and brands. 


